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Blame It On The Movies

Words & Music by Ronny Whyte

As a child I spent my Saturdays At Double Feature matinees Boy! They were really slick. The musicals and dramatic scenes, That played upon the silver screens were all so real, Why do I feel Life's like a grade-B flick? If

I expect to find romance, With love scenes under Scared, Blame It On The Movies — If

I go into a song and dance, Whenever I get
Blame It On the Movies
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Bored Blame It On the Movies
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Act like a clown When I'm feeling down Or
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else I sit and sigh (and don't)
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Days seem unreal,
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Sometimes I feel Life is passing me by So
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if I'm full of laughs and tears, And if I long for
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by-gone years My only excuse: Blame It On The
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Movies
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Verse:
As a child I spent my Saturdays
At double feature matinees.
Boy, they were really slick!
The musicals and dramatic scenes
That played upon the silver screens
Were all so real,
Why do I feel
Life’s like a Grade B flick?

Chorus I:
If I expect to find romance
With love scenes underscored,
Blame It on the Movies

If I go into a song and dance
Whenever I get bored,
Blame it on the Movies.

I act like a clown
When I’m feeling down
Or else I sit and sigh.
Days seem unreal
Sometimes I feel
Life is passing me by.

So if I’m full or laughs and tears,
And if I long for bygone years,
My only excuse:
Blame It On The Movies.

Chorus II:
If I expect to meet one day
The one that I’ll love best,
Blame It On The Movies

And if I hope we’ll ride away
Into the golden West,
Blame It On The Movies.
Blame It On The Movies - 4

Days drag on (Alt.) Days hurry by
My hope is gone I'm wondering why
I'm one unhappy creature I'm not happily mated
The previews have run When do I get to
The cartoon is done Play the scenes
Let's get to the main feature. Usually X-Rated?

So if I'm full of doubts and fears
And if I hope for happy years,
My only excuse:
Blame It On the Movies.